Structure and Mechanisms of SF2 DNA Helicases.
Effective transcription, replication, and maintenance of the genome require a diverse set of molecular machines to perform the many chemical transactions that constitute these processes. Many of these machines use single-stranded nucleic acids as templates, and their actions are often regulated by the participation of nucleic acids in multimeric structures and macromolecular assemblies that restrict access to chemical information. Superfamily II (SF2) DNA helicases and translocases are a group of molecular machines that remodel nucleic acid lattices and enable essential cellular processes to use the information stored in the duplex DNA of the packaged genome. Characteristic accessory domains associated with the subgroups of the superfamily direct the activity of the common motor core and expand the repertoire of activities and substrates available to SF2 DNA helicases, translocases, and large multiprotein complexes containing SF2 motors. In recent years, single-molecule studies have contributed extensively to the characterization of this ubiquitous and essential class of enzymes.